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About This Game

Race downhill while performing aerial acrobatics in Escargot Kart, the original rolling platformer. Creatively rocket, jump and
parachute your way across dozens of virtual physics playgrounds.

Land a satisfying quadruple backflip or watch your hero somersault downhill after a crash. Unlock more characters and vehicles
as you master each world.

Earn coins for each flip and exchange them for power-ups. Mix and match equipment to jump higher, fly farther and crash
harder.
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Complete hundreds of action packed challenges

Unlock and combine equipment to increase your abilities

Earn achievements landing spectacular stunts
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mmm...not bad. An amazing highscore chaser where you have to constantly balance risk and reward in order to keep up your
combo multiplier.. Decent game for a few hours to kill, wouldnt come back to it but still was a fun time. 1) UI is a mess, camera
is horribly broken
2) Trade routes have to be founded each turn from scratch - no long-term development. And it's a pain in the♥♥♥♥♥ because
of (1).

Guess if you like to rethink your trading each turn it's an ok game, but if you prefer to build and develop - it's not a game you
want.. Nice game :3. In my opinion, it's a good game. Easy to learn and commands are easy to master, historically correct,
Graphics outdated, but the game is very cheap.... A very funny point-and-click adventure game, although some of the cute
symbols in the plot can overshadow many adult themes. The game likes to mock the player, which seems annoying at first, but
then comes to poke fun at many cliches in other games within the genre. The cast of characters in Toonstruck is very
memorable, with both protragonists putting up with each other in a painful way that contains amusing dialogue. If you are a fan
of the movie "Who Framed Roger Rabbit", or the Sierra games, you may enjoy this title!. love it <3. If you're looking for a
puzzle game that soothes the soul, look no further. This is absolutely lovely, well made and very satisfying. I fully recommend
this game, even at full price. You might not end up spending hundreds of hours in this, but it's the perfect game to unwind after
a hard day and\/or while watching shows\/movies.

The Good:

Sound is very soothing and fits the biome

Interesting interactions between pieces allow for great situations, where you pat yourself on the shoulder for
doing so well

"Losing" doesn't hurt in this game. It just means you start over with something smaller and get to enjoy it
again!

The Bad:

It's not for perfectionists. If you like to min\/max everything, the lack of being able to undo anything, might
upset you when you see some placement later that you ruined with an earlier decision.

It's not for people who think this is a city builder. It isn't one and only really goes in that direction if you invest
some imagination of your own.
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One of the most interesting visual novels you can get right now. Your heart will beat like crazy during deciding scenes and your
mind will be focused when protagonists explain economy of Lunar Surface, all while your ears hear music perfect for that
particular scenes.
If you like some light romance and economy, buy all 3 episodes. This one is a perfect ending for this story.. This is not the PC
version, you cannot edit the keyboard control keys. If like me you own the original game dont be fooled thinking this is an
updated version because it's not. Just use Dos Box to run your old game.. TL;DR- The game needs a lot of work before I can
recommend it.

I'm afraid I can't give this game a recommendation. While it has a lot of promise, it needs far more work to actually be a game I
would suggest to a friend to buy. It reminds me a lot of other, similar games but lacks a key feature that those city-
builder/survival games have and that is a motivation to the AI controlled villagers.

In a game like Banished or Dwarf Fortress, which I am greatly reminded of, the villagers are outside of your control, but they
have various jobs or tasks that they prioritize which allows for you to create a thriving village without having to hope that your
villagers bump into the things you need them to bump into, as is the case with this game.

It's possible that the randomly roaming villagers is actually intended to be a feature and that you should design your cities around
that, but in my opinion that is a flawed premise and does not make for enjoyable gameplay.. cheesy and rly stale.

but hey its free. This is a moderately challenging puzzle game with straight forward controls. There is a certain amount of
elegance in the simplicity, and it does require you to use your brain to beat it. Despite being quite short it is a great value, and I
think this will be my go to game when showing friends VR.

Unfortunately I have an anime profile picture, so none of my opinions matter.
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